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Types of smartphones and tablets

(Pocket-lint) - Skype has a variety of apps for smartphones and tablets. They allow you to bring voice and video calls from your computer and into your pocket. Whether you're a fan of Android, iOS, or Windows Phone, there's a Skype app for everyone, tablets, and smartphones. Read on to
find out our favorite tips and tricks for each. Holding your deviceBefore you start a video call, or any use of Skype for that matter, you need to think about how you hold your device. It states the obvious, but keep your finger off the camera above the iPhone.For the iPad, that can be a more
annoying touch, while holding it in the landscape it's easier to put your thumb on top of the camera by accident. We recommend using a stand or one of the iPad Smart Covers for long calls. Manage your contacts Your Skype app must already have all your contacts loaded from your
desktop app. If you want to add a few more contacts, just tap the plus symbol in the top right and you can save the number, import it from your device or search the Skype directory. Save battery life A good tip with the Skype iOS app is to control how it works with notifications on your
device. You can save a lot of battery by managing how Skype comes in and out and keeps your account online. Open Skype options in the settings menu of your iPhone or iPad. From there, untick the inbox automatically. You can also notify Skype to go offline after you sign in or for a
different duration afterwards. The immediate option will save you the most battery. Save moneyIf you have a skype premium account then you can save a significant amount of cash on your phone by using the Skype app. Once you've selected your preferred country to make a free call,



then calling that country from your iPhone or iPad will be free. Cheaper than any landline or cell phone. Make sure your device is supportedSkype is slightly different across Android. For most Android phones, the app will run well and the same is true for most tablets. Just in case you think
anyone using a device with Android 2.2 can only use the rear camera, anything with 2.3 or higher will be able to use both cameras. Save battery lifeVery similar rules apply to Skype on Android as they do on iOS. Saving battery is about controlling how long you stay signed in. To help
improve the battery on your Android, go to settings and turn off notifications, auto-sign in, and start automatically. Turning off all three will save you a lot of juice when you're not using the app. Enable video callingSkype is all about video calling but on some devices this option is turned off by
default. fix this, simply go to your settings menu and check the box that says enable video calling. Things should then start working immediately, provided of course that you have a device with a camera. Receiving calls with Skype closedA a very cool feature for Skype on Windows Phone is
its ability to receive calls and and with the app closed. This means better battery life and your Skype is still running well. This feature can be enabled from within the app settings. Use Skype on Windows 8Skype tablets recently launched in tile-based form in Windows 8 and look great. You
can download it on your Windows 8 device by going to the store and searching for Skype.From there the app should run like any other Skype app on your tablet, complete with a slick-looking UI to match the fresh look of Windows 8. Try the Skype previewIf you are one of the lucky few who
have a Windows Phone 8 device, then you can try the top of the skype app for Windows Phone currently in the preview form. Available for download from this link here. The app uses the background notifications we mentioned earlier, but it also has a revamped user interface and will allow
you to do things like log in with your Microsoft account to chat with friends in messenger. Useful With smartphones, you can connect to the Web from anywhere. You can search for information, send emails, take pictures, navigate highways, and play music --often simultaneously. Of course,
although you may technically be able to write a 20-page white paper on your smartphone, you don't want to. There are some tasks that are ideal for smartphones, and some of them can only be stacked, and some that they can't do. Know its strengths and weaknesses so you can choose
accordingly. Here are five reasons that smartphones are a better choice for mobile computing than laptops or tablets:Your smartphone is almost always within arm's reach and capable of a variety of functions.1. Always Available Wherever you go, that's it. It's in your pocket or your wallet. It
sits on the table next to your bed at night. Whether you want to surf the Web, check emails, see what the weather looks like, or make calls, smartphones are almost always within arm's reach. In fact, most likely your smartphone will go with you even if you choose to take your laptop or
tablet. The question is, Will the smartphone be enough on its own, or do you also need to bring a laptop or tablet? 2. ConnectivitySmartphone is the phone first, and the second portable computing device. While some tablets, and even some laptops are equipped with technology to connect
to mobile networks, it is a certainty with smartphones. As nowhere as Wi-Fi networks seem today, there are still vast expanses where there are no wireless networks - but your smartphone can still get 3G (or maybe even 4G) signals. Many smartphones can also act as Wi-Fi hotspots,
allowing you to share your mobile data connection with your laptop or tablet to connect from anywhere.3. Voice Call Try it with your laptop or tablet. I guess you can at least make Skype or Google Voice calls from a laptop or tablet, but the smartphone stands alone among all three as a
communication device. Sometimes the best way to clarify a project project or coordinating resources is with actual conversations, and smartphones ensure that you can make or receive calls from anywhere.4. Text MessagingAlong with voice calls, smartphones also allow communication via
text messages. It's faster than email, but less annoying than voice calls. It works almost anywhere without requiring you to get into anything specifically. It's an easy way to tell others, or get answers to simple questions, and you can do so with just a few swipes and taps instead of having to
boot your computer.5. Smartphone Flexibility is the new Swiss Army knife. He did a bit of everything. Just as a Swiss Army knife is a good knife, but making a questionable saw or a pair of scissors, smartphones are better at some things than others. But, it's nice to know that it could be a
phone, or a camera, or a portable music player, or a GPS device, or an e-reader, or whatever you need. It may not be the best in most of these functions, but it's nice to know that it can at least do it, and that you have it with you almost 24/7.Is smartphone the best tool for mobile computing?
It's almost guaranteed to be the most convenient and available tool, but there are plenty of tasks where a laptop or tablet makes way more sense. Note: When you buy something after clicking a link in our article, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details.
There are two parts of technology that are arguably essential to a connected existence in the modern world; smartphones are part of our daily routine, as a tool for communicating with the wider world (as well as functioning as portable entertainment devices), while for many, laptops or
computers are essential to work. Tablets are meant to fit both of these tasks - they're portable like smartphones and share the same operating system, but big enough to run word and spreadsheet heaters as comfortably as computers. But can you really use a tablet instead of a
smartphone? To find out that I locked my smartphone, and spent a few days using my iPad (2017) as my only form of portable technology. Figure 1 of 2I traded on my glorious Huawei P30... Image credits: TechRadar Image 2 of 2...for older iPads (2017) When I travel, I always use my
phone to stream music or podcasts on Spotify, but since my tablet has to get in my bag rather than my pocket, my headphone cable can't reach it. So, I walked to work in silence, sans songs, and sans casts. I say shut up, but my music will usually allow me ignoring the terrible sounds of
London's Euston Road, so I swapped my smartphone for a tablet to make me more in tune with my surroundings - which is not a good thing. However, taking the London Underground is a completely different story - while previously I squinted at ebooks or Netflix shows on my phone, with
my tablet having a portable cinema in my lap, and I made sure to make the most of it. I have always riding a tablet with the best Netflix show I can find (which is always longer than my travels, annoying), and because people often take laptops to the tube I feel no shame in having my
medium-sized grip. Size above. Image credit: TechRadar Work hardDitching my laptop to work on an iPad feels like a real trial by fire, because it's a very different beast to a laptop. Typing on the keyboard on the iPad screen takes a while to get used to, like when I type a touch on it like I
would a laptop keyboard, I often lose letters with words or accidentally swipe down on a button, choosing a symbol instead of a letter. You definitely can't use a tablet keyboard in the same way as a physical one, although my tablet typing speed is definitely getting closer to my usual
keyboard-enabled speed after a while. the iPad is a blessing when it comes to working in different places – it's always the task of having to assemble and boot a fat laptop when working anywhere, but with an iPad I can whip it up and make it run in seconds. I also really enjoyed the lack of
distractions brought about ditching my smartphone - the absence of gadgets to tinker with and browse meant I was more focused on work and less likely to lose most of the time to do nothing. At play it calls the biggest problem with using a tablet as a phone, is that the tablet is not a portable
SMS and call device and while that is certainly true, who really needs to send text messages and calls at this time? All my communications are done via WhatsApp, email, Slack, video calls and actual human face-to-face interactions, and I estimate that I only make or receive one phone call
a week. That's not much, and after the exclusive time of my tablet, I don't have a single missed call or text, which shows how inappequent this phone feature is to me (of course I have WhatsApp calls and messages, but I rarely if ever dip into my phone contract). Who's texting right now
anyway? Image credits: TechRadar Using a tablet does reduce my communication in one main way, because the inability to flog my phone and scroll through apps means I spend less time on social media – but I would say it's actually a good thing, and I spend more time on non-phone
activities and real-life conversations. Play hardI'm a big mobile gamer, and it has been known to disappear into the game quickly over time something as light as a puzzle game or sometimes heavier fare, such as PUBG Mobile.Having an iPad is not that, but it feels like playing an HD
remaster from a childhood classic - a bigger screen makes the game play faster, look better, and feel more immersive. For a few days my tablet was the only part of my portable technology, I probably played more games than I usually do on my phone, because the experience was more
like playing on a console with a big TV screen. the iPad is also superior to all kinds of media – as I've said it's like having a portable theater to watch content at any time of the day, so much sometimes I would stay in bed to watch Netflix instead of going to the living room TV (I have a very
active lifestyle, I know). Not really mingling, but a great speaker anyway. Image credits: TechRadar Equally great audio quality – I like to use my smartphone as a speaker when I cook, clean or shower, and the audio quality on my iPad is better that on most phones I use. What did I miss? I
quickly got used to not having a phone, but there were a few things I missed about my smartphone. I recently got into smartphone photography, but the iPad's 8MP camera (2017), and its huge footprint, doesn't really lend itself to taking photos. One is better than the other, guess which one.
Image credits: TechRadar Flicking through social media, games and work apps while in bed isn't that easy with a tablet that weighs twice as much as a phone, and I dropped it on my head several times while trying to browse casually. Some apps that work great on phones are also not
optimized for tablets, and they look pretty awful with small windows on the big screen. Overall, I quickly forgot what it was like to use a small, dainty device like a smartphone as my regular handset, because my tablet all but consumed my life, and the lack of portability meant I spent less
time looking at the screen and way more time staring into the distance instead. I really recommend putting down your phone once in a while to see if the tablet is good for you – of course it's a big demand, what's with the price of the tablet, but if you're looking for an upgrade from your old
phone, maybe a tablet is the way to go. This is the best selection of tablets you can buy
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